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ABSTRACT

Context. The Galaxy hosts a widespread population of low-energy positrons revealed by successive generations of gamma-ray telescopes through a bright annihilation emission from the bulge region, with a fainter contribution from the inner disk. The exact origin
of these particles remains currently unknown.
Aims. We estimate the contribution to the annihilation signal of positrons generated in the decay of radioactive 26 Al, 56 Ni and 44 Ti.
Methods. We adapted the GALPROP propagation code to simulate the transport and annihilation of radioactivity positrons in a model
of our Galaxy. Using plausible source spatial distributions, we explored several possible propagation scenarios to account for the large
uncertainties on the transport of ∼MeV positrons in the interstellar medium. We then compared the predicted intensity distributions
to the INTEGRAL/SPI observations.
Results. We obtain similar intensity distributions with small bulge-to-disk ratios, even for extreme large-scale transport prescriptions.
At least half of the positrons annihilate close to their sources, even when they are allowed to travel far away. In the high-diﬀusion,
ballistic case, up to 40% of them escape the Galaxy. In proportion, this aﬀects bulge positrons more than disk positrons because they
are injected further oﬀ the plane in a tenuous medium, while disk positrons are mostly injected in the dense molecular ring. The
predicted intensity distributions are fully consistent with the observed longitudinally-extended disk-like emission, but the transport
scenario cannot be strongly constrained by the current data.
Conclusions. Nucleosynthesis positrons alone cannot account for the observed annihilation emission in the frame of our model. An
additional component is needed to explain the strong bulge contribution, and the latter is very likely concentrated in the central regions
if positrons have initial energies in the 100 keV−1 MeV range.
Key words. astroparticle physics – gamma rays: ISM – nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances

1. Introduction

clear that the real challenge of positron astrophysics is not to find
an origin for these particles, but to identify the source or combiOver the past decades, it has become clear that our Galaxy can nation or sources that dominates the production.
produce substantial amounts of antimatter and give rise to sevIn this paper, we focus on the low-energy positron population
eral large-scale populations of antiparticles that coexist with our and on one likely source for these particles: the decay of radioacmatter environment at the current cosmic time. In particular, a tive species produced by the ongoing nucleosynthesis activity of
sizeable number of positrons apparently fill the entire Galaxy our Galaxy, in particular 26 Al, 56 Ni and 44 Ti. Recent works have
from the very centre to the peripheral regions.
shown that these elements could account for the annihilation sigThe Galactic population of positrons is usually divided nal observed by successive generations of gamma-ray telescopes
into low-energy (typically ≤10 MeV) and high-energy (typi- (Prantzos 2006; Higdon et al. 2009). In this work, we aim at procally ≥100 MeV) particles, and it seems that there is more viding an additional, alternative assessment of that possibility.
than historical or experimental reasons to do that (Prantzos We adapted the GALPROP public code for cosmic-ray propaet al. 2011). While high-energy positrons can be observed di- gation to simulate the transport and annihilation of radioactivity
rectly as a cosmic-ray component in the interplanetary medium, positrons in a model of our Galaxy. Using source spatial prolow-energy positrons are revealed indirectly through gamma- files based on typical distributions of massive stars and superray observations of the sky in the ∼100 keV−1 MeV range. The novae, we explored how the annihilation intensity distributions
latter have indeed shown an unambiguous signature of electron- vary upon diﬀerent prescriptions for the transport. The predicted
positron annihilation from the inner Galactic regions, in the form emissions were then compared to the presently available obserof a line at 511 keV and a continuum below.
vations, coming mostly from the INTEGRAL/SPI instrument.
That our Galaxy can produce and host a substantial popuWe start by recalling the main points of the physics of
lation of positrons is actually not a surprise. There are many
positron annihilation and transport in Sect. 2, and by summaphysical processes able to provide non-thermal positrons over
rizing the main observational facts about Galactic low-energy
a broad range of energies (photon-photon pair production, rapositrons in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present the characteristics
dioactive decay, hadronic interactions, ...), and as many astroof 26 Al, 56 Ni and 44 Ti in terms of contribution to the Galactic
physical phenomena likely to be the sites of one or more of these
population of positrons. We introduce in Sect. 5 the code used
processes (pulsars, X-ray binaries, supernovae, cosmic rays, ...).
to model the propagation and annihilation of positrons in the
If we add more speculative channels like dark matter particles
Galaxy. Then, we present the simulated cases in Sect. 6 and discreating positrons through their annihilation or decay, it becomes
cuss their results in Sect. 7.
Article published by EDP Sciences
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2. Positron physics
2.1. Positron annihilation

Galactic low-energy positrons are associated with the strong
511 keV celestial signal. For several reasons that will be reviewed in Sect. 3, they are believed to be injected in the Galaxy
with initial energies below a few MeV. On the other hand, lowenergy positrons are created non-thermal in all the potential
source processes, with mean initial energies of a few 100 keV at
least. To annihilate, however, most will have to be slowed down
to near-thermal energies, at least below ∼100 eV. This energy
loss proceeds mostly through ionisation/excitation and Coulomb
interactions in the interstellar gas, and it can take ∼105 yr for a
typical interstellar density of 1 cm−3 (Jean et al. 2006). Over that
time positrons travel at relativistic speeds, which opens the possibility for large-scale transport (see below).
There is a variety of processes by which positrons can annihilate with electrons: direct annihilation with free or orbital
electrons, formation of positronium by radiative recombination
with free electrons or by charge-exchange with atoms, etc. (for
a complete review, see Guessoum et al. 2005). The physical and
chemical properties of the medium where the annihilation takes
place set the dominant annihilation channels and as a result, each
interstellar medium (ISM) phase has a typical annihilation spectrum. As we will see later, most low-energy positrons seem to
annihilate through the formation of a positronium atom (Ps),
which is a short-lived bound state between a positron and an
electron. This can occur in two diﬀerent ways: either by chargeexchange, when non-thermalised positrons with typical kinetic
energy of ∼10−100 eV rip oﬀ electrons from H or He atoms;
or by radiative recombination, when thermalised positrons combine with thermalised electrons. The Ps atoms occur in 75%
of the cases as ortho-Ps (parallel particle spins), which decays
over μs time scales into 3 photons producing a continuum below
511 keV, and in 25% of the cases as para-Ps (anti-parallel particle spins), which decays over ns time scales into 2 photons with
511 keV energies (in the centre-of-mass frame).
Apart from the processes mentioned above, positrons can
also annihilate directly with electrons at energies higher than
∼100 eV and give rise to a Doppler-broadened line extending
from me c2 /2 to Ek + me c2 /2, where Ek is the positron kinetic energy and me the electron/positron mass. This channel called inflight annihilation is negligible for positron energies of ≤1 MeV,
but it becomes increasingly important at higher and higher energies. In typical ISM conditions, in-flight annihilation occurs
for a maximum of ∼20−30% of positrons with initial energies
≥10 GeV (this proportion decreases for stronger magnetic or radiation fields, see Sizun et al. 2006; Chernyshov et al. 2010).
2.2. Positron transport

Once injected in the ISM, relativistic positrons can propagate
away from their sources in two ways, which we will term ballistic and collisionless transport. In the former case, positrons simply follow helicoidal trajectories along magnetic field lines and
they experience repeated interactions with gas particles; in the
process, positrons progressively lose their energy but experience
little deviations1. In the latter case, positrons are additionally
scattered by magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) perturbations associated with the interstellar turbulence and they random walk

along and across the field lines, likely with diﬀerent properties
in the parallel and perpendicular directions; the process can be
quite eﬃcient, provided there are adequate MHD waves with
which positrons can interact.
From recent theoretical developments, it seems that interstellar MHD turbulence can be decomposed into Alfvenic, slow
and fast magnetosonic modes. These modes are thought to be
injected at spatial scales of the order of ∼1020 −1021 cm, as a result of diﬀerential rotation of the Galactic disk, superbubbles,
and stellar winds and explosions. The turbulent energy is redistributed to smaller spatial scales through the interaction of
wave packets in a so-called turbulence cascade. In the process,
MHD modes can suﬀer various damping processes that could
halt the cascade, thus preventing the propagation of MHD modes
to smaller wavelengths.
The properties of the turbulence cascade depend on the
mode, and this has implications for the collisionless transport
of energetic particles. The so-called Kolmogorov scaling applies to the Alfvenic and slow magnetosonic modes (Lithwick
& Goldreich 2001; Cho et al. 2002). In that case, however, the
turbulent energy is preferentially redistributed perpendicularly
to the magnetic field, which leads to an ineﬃcient scattering of
relativistic particles. Conversely, the fast magnetosonic modes
follow the so-called Kraichnan scaling in an isotropic cascade
(Cho et al. 2002; Cho & Lazarian 2003), and they were shown
to have the dominant contribution to the scattering of cosmic
rays in the ISM (Yan & Lazarian 2004).
Jean et al. (2009, hereafter JGMF09) have made an extensive
study of both the ballistic and collisionless transport modes for
positron kinetic energies ≤10 MeV, and we briefly summarise
below their findings about collisionless transport. The authors
focused on wave-particle resonant interactions occurring when
the gyroradius of the positron is of order of the parallel wavelength of the MHD modes. In μG fields, this corresponds to
scales of of ∼109 −1010 cm for 1−10 MeV particles, more than
10 orders of magnitude smaller than the scales at which turbulence is injected.
A minimum wavelength for the MHD modes of the turbulence cascade is set by Landau damping occurring as the
mode frequency approaches the cyclotron frequency of thermal protons. This corresponds to ∼108 −109 cm scales in most
ISM phases and defines a minimum energy for particle-wave
resonant interactions. In the case of positrons, this minimum
energy is of order of ∼10−100 keV, except in hot media with
high magnetic field intensities, where it can exceed 1 MeV. Yet,
damping processes can cut oﬀ the turbulent cascade at higher
wavelengths if the damping rate exceeds the energy transfer rate,
and this is what is thought to happen for some ISM conditions.
JGMF09 determined that in the mostly neutral phases of the
ISM, ion-neutral collisions halt the cascade at spatial scales of
order ∼1016 −1018 cm for Alfven waves and ∼1017 −1019 cm for
fast magnetosonic waves in warm and cold atomic phases, and
at scales of order ∼1017 −1020 cm for both waves in molecular
phases (where larger scales correspond to smaller gas densities
for the atomic phases, and to larger cloud sizes for the molecular phases). In the ionised phases of the ISM, the Alfven wave
cascade can proceed undamped down to the minimum spatial
scales in both the hot and warm media, while the fast modes experience significant viscous damping at scales ∼1013 −1014 cm
in the warm medium, and strong Landau damping at scales
∼1017 −1018 cm in the hot medium2.

1

See Sect. 3 of Jean et al. (2009), the pitch angle of the particles remains nearly constant down to ∼10 keV, and the propagation perpendicular to the field lines is negligible.
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Except maybe for quasi-parallel waves, if wave propagation angles
are not eﬃciently randomised in wave-wave interactions.
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The above results indicate that the turbulence cascade is
quenched at spatial scales orders of magnitude greater than those
required for resonant interactions of 1−10 MeV positrons, except for Alfven waves in ionised media3 . Yet, JGMF09 argue
that the scattering by Alfven waves is very likely ineﬃcient due
to the strong anisotropy of the associated turbulence. The alternative of Cerenkov resonance with fast modes, in which no precise gyroradius is required for the interaction, could potentially
take place but under very restrictive conditions involving quasiparallel fast waves and nearly perpendicular positron motion. On
the other hand, non-resonant interactions with fast modes were
proved to be quite eﬃcient at scattering sub-MeV electrons in
the solar wind (Ragot 2006), and a similar process may well operate for low-energy positrons in the ISM. Another option for an
eﬃcient collisionless transport of low-energy positrons is the injection of turbulence directly at the relevant small spatial scales,
for instance through the streaming instability but more generally by any kind of fluid or kinetic instability. JGMF09 concluded that positron scattering oﬀ cosmic-ray-driven waves is
ineﬃcient, but that scattering oﬀ self-generated waves would deserve a detailed investigation. Overall, JGMF09 have presented
several arguments against the scenario of collisionless transport of low-energy positrons, but the issue cannot yet be considered as definitely settled. Independently of JGMF09, Higdon
et al. (2009, hereafter HLR09) also came to the conclusion that
the predominantly neutral phases of the ISM do not host the
small-scale turbulence required for the resonant scattering of
∼MeV positrons. Yet, these authors argued from observations
of particle propagation in the interplanetary medium that ∼MeV
positrons should diﬀuse on MHD fluctuations in the ionised
phases of the ISM, even if the exact nature of the process remains
unknown.

3. Positron observations
3.1. Constraints on the annihilation sites

In trying to identify the origin of low-energy positrons, the
mapping of the annihilation emission by successive generations of balloon- and space-borne gamma-ray instruments provided a valuable piece of information. The most accurate picture available today is provided by the SPI telescope onboard
the INTEGRAL satellite, which has been in orbit for about
9 years and is planned to operate at least until 2014. More
than 100 Ms of allsky observations concentrated mostly on the
Galactic disk and bulge are now available. From this, it is clear
that the morphology of the annihilation line emission is dominated by a strong central emission consisting of a very peaked
part (FWHM of 2−3◦ ) at the Galactic centre surrounded by
a wider contribution (FWHM of 8−10◦) from an outer bulge
or halo (see Fig. 1). This inner emission comes on top of a
fainter disk-like component extending up to at least |l| < 50◦ .
The most interesting feature of this distribution is the relatively high bulge-to-disk (B/D) ratio that is obtained for the
511 keV luminosity. Fitting projected 3D spatial distributions to
the INTEGRAL/SPI data, luminosities of 1.2/3.1 × 1043 e+ /s for
the bulge, and of 0.8/0.5 × 1043 e+ /s for the disk were inferred
3

Note that Ptuskin et al. (2006) investigated turbulence dissipation
through resonant interactions of cosmic rays, and concluded that this
process may quench the Kraichnan turbulence cascade of fast modes
at scales ∼1013 cm. While this was invoked as an explanation for the
∼1 GeV/nucleon peak in the ratios of secondary-to-primary nuclei observed in the local cosmic rays, it may also be relevant for the transport
of lower-energy particles.

Fig. 1. Intensity distribution of the Galactic 511 keV emission obtained
by model-fitting to about 7 years of INTEGRAL/SPI observations, using the parameterized components adopted in Weidenspointner et al.
(2008a).

by Weidenspointner et al. (2008b) for two sets of equally-likely
models4 . With values of order 2−6, the B/D luminosity ratio is
higher than those obtained for the distributions of classical astrophysical objects or interstellar gas (with the caveat, however,
that the outer disk emission is poorly constrained; see Sect. 7.2).
Valuable information about where exactly positrons end their
lives could be obtained from the spectral analysis the 511 keV
line, permitted by the high energy resolution of the SPI instrument. The annihilation emission observed with SPI in the inner Galactic regions, the 511 keV line and the continuum below
down to ∼400 keV, indicates that most positrons annihilate in
the warm medium of the ISM (Churazov et al. 2005; Jean et al.
2006). Approximately one half annihilate in the warm ionised
phase, through the formation of Ps by radiative recombination.
The other half of the positrons annihilate in the cold and warm
neutral phases shortly before thermalisation, through the formation of Ps by charge-exchange. Most of the positrons that feed
the 511 keV line emission therefore annihilate through the formation of a Ps state. The so-called positronium fraction fPs inferred from SPI is quite high, of the order of ≥95%, and the
remaining few % correspond to direct annihilation with free
electrons in the warm ionised medium.
3.2. Constraints on the injection energy

We now turn to constraints on the origin of positrons, and in
particular on their initial energy and on the reasons why the
positrons involved in the 511 keV line emission are generally
considered to be low-energy particles. For a given positron population, the level of in-flight radiation at any gamma-ray energy ≥me c2 /2 increases with the initial energy of the particles, which allows to get constraints on this parameter from
observations in the 1−100 MeV range. Under the assumption
that positrons remain confined to the Galactic bulge regions
from their injection to their annihilation, Sizun et al. (2006)
and Beacom & Yüksel (2006) concluded that the positrons responsible for the 511 keV emission must be injected with initial energies below a few MeV otherwise their in-flight annihilation would give rise to an emission excess from the bulge,
in contradiction with the CGRO/COMPTEL observations in the
1−30 MeV range. A less stringent constraint of a few GeV can
4

The values are also based on the assumption of a positronium fraction
of 0.967, as determined by Jean et al. (2006) from the spectral analysis
of the annihilation emission.
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be obtained assuming an injection of positrons ∼105 yr ago by
a non-stationary source process, followed by a slowing-down in
a magnetic field of a few 100 μG in the inner Galactic regions
(Chernyshov et al. 2010). We will however focus on a stationary
source in this work.
Constraints on the initial energy of positrons annihilating
in the bulge could also be obtained from other radiations than
in-flight annihilation. Positrons with energies ≥100 MeV would
emit through inverse-Compton scattering, Bremsstrahlung, and
synchrotron, and add their contribution to the gamma-ray and radio emission from cosmic rays interacting with the ISM (Strong
et al. 2007, 2011). Yet, the production rate of positrons annihilating at low energy very likely outnumbers that of cosmic-ray
electrons/positrons. In the model of Galactic cosmic rays used
in Strong et al. (2010), the injection rate of primary electrons
with energies 100 MeV−100 GeV is ∼1042 e− /s; adding secondary electrons/positrons created by inelastic collisions of cosmic ray nuclei with interstellar gas approximately doubles the
rate (Porter et al. 2008). As seen previously, however, the
positron annihilation rate inferred from INTEGRAL/SPI observations is a few times 1043 e+ /s; so if these positrons were to
have initial energies ≥100 MeV, they would certainly dominate
the Galactic high-energy or radio emission, at least over certain
energy ranges. Although current models of the Galactic highenergy and radio emission can probably accommodate a population of high-energy positrons in addition to conventional cosmic rays from supernova remnants, it seems improbable that this
additional component have similar injection energies and a flux
an order of magnitude higher. Moreover, the very diﬀerent morphologies of the 511 keV and ∼10 MeV−100 GeV skies do not
seem to support a high initial energy for positrons, since they
would first have to lose their high initial energies mostly in the
disk and ultimately annihilate in a very narrow region in the
Galactic bulge.

4. Positron sources
Positrons are naturally created in the β+ -decay of some unstable
proton-rich nuclei. The main species anticipated to significantly
contribute to the positron production through β+ -decay are 26 Al,
56
Ni and 44 Ti (22 Na may also bring some contribution, but we
will not consider it here; see Prantzos 2004). Nucleosynthesis is
often taken as the most plausible origin for the Galactic positrons
because the existence and decay of the above-mentioned species
can be established from various experimental results. The most
direct evidence comes from observations of the characteristic
gamma-ray lines or fluorescence X-ray lines that accompany the
decay of the above-mentioned isotopes (see for instance Renaud
et al. 2006; Leising & Share 1990). Then, indirect proof can
be obtained from the interpretation of supernovae lightcurves,
which are powered by the energetic decay products of 56 Ni
and 44 Ti, or from the measurement of present-day cosmic abundances of the daughter nuclei, which result from the cumulated
nucleosynthesis history of the Galaxy (Motizuki & Kumagai
2004; The et al. 2006). The isotope production yields inferred
from these various observations would actually be suﬃcient
to provide after β+ -decay the estimated ∼1043 e+ /s that power
the diﬀuse annihilation emission observed by INTEGRAL. Yet,
as we will see below, these yields cannot be straightforwardly
translated into a Galactic positron injection rate because all
positrons do not necessarily escape the production sites of their
parent radio-isotopes.
In the following, we present the properties of the
positrons produced by the decay of the three above-mentioned
A3, page 4 of 15

radionuclides: the plausible large-scale spatial distribution of
their injection sites, the spectrum they have when they are released into the ISM, and their production rate inferred from the
estimated nucleosynthesis yields for the parent isotopes. For a
more detailed discussion about the subject, we refer the reader
to Prantzos et al. (2011).
4.1. The 26 Al radio-isotope

The 26 Al isotope is believed to be produced predominantly by
massive stars at various stages of their evolution, with typical total yields of a few 10−4 −10−5 M per star (Prantzos &
Diehl 1996). It is released in the ISM by stellar winds and by
core-collapse supernova explosions. The mean 26 Al lifetime of
about 1 Myr allows it to escape its production site and diﬀuse
∼10−100 pc away before decaying into 26 Mg. The transport of
26
Al away from its stellar sources imply that the majority of
26
Al positrons are released directly into the ISM and do not suffer energy losses prior to their injection.
The distribution of 26 Al in the Galaxy is truly diﬀuse and
follows that of massive stars, as confirmed by the mapping of
the 1809 keV decay emission (Plüschke et al. 2001) and its correlation with the microwave free-free emission from HII regions or the infrared emission from heated dust (Knödlseder
et al. 1999). The Galactic mass distribution of 26 Al inferred from
the 1809 keV emission is strongly concentrated at galactocentric
radii 3 to 6 kpc, at the position of the so-called molecular ring
(Martin et al. 2009). The injection sites of 26 Al positrons are
thus expected to be distributed in an annular disk and along spiral arms (such as the thin disk and spiral arms components that
represent the contribution of localised HII regions surrounding
massive stars in the NE2001 model for the Galactic distribution
of free electrons by Cordes & Lazio 2002).
Because of the long lifetime of 26 Al, positrons are very
likely injected into the ISM with their original, unaltered
β-spectrum. The latter is described by the formula given in
Chan & Lingenfelter (1993, hereafter CL93) and has a mean
of ∼0.4 MeV and a maximum of 1.2 MeV. We note here that
most 26 Al positrons are very likely released in the hot, tenuous,
and highly turbulent interiors of the superbubbles blown by massive star clusters. In these conditions, relativistic positrons may
well experience stochastic, second-order Fermi acceleration in
the strong MHD turbulence, or even regular, first-order Fermi acceleration in the many primary/secondary shocks that travel the
bubbles. This could significantly modify the initial β-spectrum
and bring positrons to higher energies, which could increase
their range and move their annihilation sites further. This eﬀect
is, however, beyond the scope the present paper and would deserve a dedicated study.
The total injection rate of 26 Al positrons can be computed
from the estimated total stationary 26 Al mass of 1.7−2.7 M
in the Galaxy (Martin et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009), where
the uncertainty on the total Galactic 26 Al mass arises from uncertainties on the exact spatial distribution of the isotope in
the Galaxy. Taking into account a β+ -decay branching ratio
of 0.82, this translates into a 26 Al positron injection rate of
(0.20−0.31) × 1043 e+ /s.
4.2. The 44 Ti radio-isotope

The 44 Ti isotope is synthesised by explosive Si-burning deep in
the stellar ejecta during core-collapse and thermonuclear supernova explosions (ccSNe and SNe Ia respectively), with typical
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yields of a few 10−4 −10−5 M per event. The mean 44 Ti lifetime is about 85 yr, which implies that the radio-isotope remains
trapped in the young supernova remnant until it decays into 44 Sc
and then 44 Ca. Most 44 Ti positrons are therefore released in the
envelope of the exploded star and their further transfer to the
ISM depends on the unknown transport conditions in the ejecta
and on the explosion properties. This must be taken into account when translating 44 Ti yields into positron injection rates
(see below).
The injection sites of 44 Ti positrons sample the timeaveraged distribution of supernova explosions in our Galaxy.
Core-collapse supernovae proceed from massive stars and are
thus distributed like them, in a thin annular disk and along spiral
arms (see Sect. 4.1). Thermonuclear supernovae have a slightly
more subtle evolutionary pathway and actually depend on both
the old and young stellar populations. Sullivan et al. (2006)
showed from observations of external galaxies that the rate of
SNe Ia depends on both the star formation rate and the total
stellar mass5 . The spatial distribution of SNe Ia is therefore a
combination of that of massive stars and that of stellar mass.
In our Galaxy, most of the stellar mass is distributed in an exponential disk with a central hole and in a ellipsoidal bulge,
with approximately the same mass in each component: 2.15
and 2.03 × 1010 M , respectively (see the determination of the
three-dimensional shapes and parameters in Robin et al. 2003).
Overall, the source distribution for 44 Ti positrons has three components: a thin annular disk (for ccSNe and prompt SNe Ia), and
an exponential disk with central hole and a bulge (for delayed
SNe Ia). Further down, we quantify the relative contribution of
each component to the total source term.
Because of the intermediate lifetime of 44 Ti, the population
of decay positrons entering the ISM may be aﬀected by the escape from the stellar ejecta. Martin et al. (2010) computed the
escape or survival fractions of 44 Ti positrons for two extreme
transport modes in the ejecta: either positrons can freely stream
through the stellar envelope, or they are trapped at their birth
place by some strong magnetic turbulence. In the free streaming case, the escape fractions are quite high, ranging from 97%
for light 2 M ejecta to 83% for more massive 14 M ejecta;
in the trapped case, the survival fractions are lower, ranging
from 91% to 36% for the same mass range (assuming in both
cases a typical 1051 erg explosion kinetic energy)6. Although
44
Ti positrons do suﬀer energy losses on their way out of the stellar ejecta, the mean energy of the escaping/surviving population
remains close to the initial one, whatever the transport mode. So
most 44 Ti positrons are injected into the ISM with a spectrum
close to the original, unaltered β-spectrum, which has a mean
of ∼0.6 MeV and a maximum of 1.5 MeV. We note, however,
5
A scenario based only on stellar mass, that is on the older and lowermass star population, is ruled out at >99% confidence level.
6
These estimates for the escape fractions are consistent with the results obtained by CL93, except for the 14 M ejecta mass, for which
they found a survival fraction of 8% only in the trapped case. The origin of the discrepancy may lie in the approximation they used in their
calculation, while Martin et al. (2010) performed the complete integration over time and energy. Another diﬀerence between both studies is that CL93 added a so-called slow positron survival fraction for
positrons that are thermalised but do not annihilate in the continuouslythinning ejecta. Yet, in the ejecta assumed to be neutral, the dominant
annihilation process is positronium formation, which occurs over comparatively very short time scales once positrons have been slowed down
below ∼100 eV. So if neutral atoms are indeed the dominant species
in the rapidly-cooling ejecta, no more than a few % of the thermalised
positrons are expected to survive.

that Zirakashvili & Aharonian (2011) considered the possibility that positrons from the 44 Ti decay chain constitute a pool
of mildly relativistic particles that can be accelerated to ultrarelativistic energies in the remnants of supernova explosions of
all types. In their model, the ∼1 MeV positrons from 44 Sc decay undergo stochastic pre-acceleration up to ∼100 MeV in the
turbulent upstream region of the reverse shock, and are then further accelerated up to multi-TeV energies by the diﬀusive shock
acceleration mechanism at the shock. This eﬀect is, however,
beyond the scope the present paper.
The total injection rate of 44 Ti positrons can be computed
from the frequencies of ccSNe and SNe Ia, and the 44 Ti yields
and positron escape fractions for each type of event. From
Tammann et al. (1994), ccSNe are estimated to occur at a rate
∼2.1 ccSNe/century while SNe Ia occur at a rate ∼0.4 SNe
Ia/century. Using the empirical relation from Sullivan et al.
(2006), on which we based the spatial distribution of SNe Ia,
the occurrence rate of SNe Ia is
RSNIa = M × (5.3 ± 1.1) × 10−14 yr−1 M−1

+SFR × (3.9 ± 0.7) × 10−4 yr−1 (M yr−1 )−1

(1)

we also find a rate of ∼0.4 SNe Ia/century if we take a total
star formation rate SFR = 4 M yr−1 (Diehl et al. 2006) and the
above-mentioned total stellar mass M = (2.15+2.03)×1010 M
(Robin et al. 2003). Then, a star formation rate of 4 M yr−1 corresponds to ∼2.1 ccSNe/century for a typical initial mass function (see Table 1 in Diehl et al. 2006). Regarding the 44 Ti yields
of supernovae, observational estimates are very scarce (two direct detections, Cassiopeia A and G1.9+0.3, and one indirect,
SN1987A; see Renaud et al. 2006; Borkowski et al. 2010;
Motizuki & Kumagai 2004), so it is risky to compute some
average Galactic 44 Ti production rate by integrating theoretical
yields over a range of supernova progenitors. Instead, we simply
assumed that ccSNe and SNe Ia eject on average 2.0 × 10−4 M
and 2.0 × 10−5 M per event, respectively. These values agree
with the compilation of observational constraints done in Martin
et al. (2010) and with the recently-estimated range for G1.9+0.3
(Borkowski et al. 2010). Overall, this corresponds to a mean
Galactic 44 Ti production rate of 4.2 ×10−6 M yr−1 , roughly consistent with the estimate of 5.5 × 10−6 M yr−1 by The et al.
(2006) based on the present-day solar 44 Ca abundance and a
Galactic chemical evolution model. This 44 Ti production rate can
be translated into a positron production rate by applying a factor
0.94 for the β+ -decay branching ratio of the decay chain and using an escape fraction of 100%. In the absence of strong observational constraints, the latter value was chosen because the escape
fraction in models is ≥50% for most ejecta masses, explosion energies, and transport conditions, so using 100% gives the correct
order of magnitude and allows an easy scaling of the results.
Eventually, the 44 Ti positron injection rate is 0.34 × 1043 e+ /s
(with only ∼2% being contributed by SNe Ia), and we consider an uncertainty range of ±50% due to the uncertainty on
the Galactic 44 Ti production rate7 .
4.3. The 56 Ni radio-isotope

The 56 Ni isotope is synthesised by explosive Si-burning deep
in the stellar ejecta during core-collapse and thermonuclear
In The et al. (2006), the authors found a ∼2 times larger uncertainty
range for the Galactic 44 Ti production rate due to unknown parameters
in the Galactic chemical evolution model; they also note that the entire range may be shifted to lower values if there is a nucleosynthesis
channel to produce 44 Ca directly.
7
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supernova explosions, with typical yields of the order of 10−1 M
per event. The characteristic time of the decay chain to 56 Co and
then to 56 Fe is <1 yr, which implies that all positrons are released
in the stellar ejecta at the late supernova / early remnant phase.
This makes escape a critical point, which actually counterbalances the large 56 Ni yields.
Although 56 Ni is produced by both ccSNe and SNe Ia,
we will see below that SNe Ia are expected to dominate over
ccSNe in terms of contribution to the Galactic positron population through that isotope. Consequently, the injection sites of
56
Ni positrons follow the time-averaged distribution of SNe Ia
in our Galaxy. The source distribution has three components like
that of 44 Ti positrons – a thin annular disk, an exponential disk,
and a bulge – but the relative contribution of each component
to the total positron production rate is diﬀerent, as we will see
below.
Because of the short time scale of the 56 Ni decay chain, the
population of decay positrons eventually entering the ISM is
strongly aﬀected by the travel through the stellar ejecta. The
escape of 56 Ni positrons is favoured by ejecta mixing, which
lifts iron up to the lower-density ejecta surface, and by low confinement, which decreases the column density experienced by
positrons in the ejecta. Models exploring these eﬀects result in
escape fractions up to ∼10% for SNe Ia, while escape fractions
for ccSNe reach a few % only for the light and rare type Ib/Ic
explosions and in the limiting case of a fully mixed ejecta (see
for instance CL93). The comparison of such predictions with
the late lightcurves of SNe Ia indicates an escape fraction in the
range ∼2−6% (Milne et al. 1999, but see also the warning of
Lair et al. 2006). Alternatively, Martin et al. (2010) translated
the non-detection of 511 keV emission from the youngest and
most nearby supernova remnants into an upper limit on the escape fraction of 12% for SNe Ia. Overall, SNe Ia are thought
to be the dominant source of 56 Ni positrons when compared to
ccSNe: their lower occurrence rate (0.4 versus 2.1 SNe/century)
is compensated by their higher iron yield per event (0.6 versus
0.1 M , typically), and their average positron escape fraction is
very likely one order of magnitude higher. Due to the strong energy losses experienced in the fresh and dense ejecta of SNe Ia,
escaping/surviving 56 Ni positrons very likely have a spectral distribution that diﬀers from the original β-spectrum. Depending
on the actual mixing and density profile of the ejecta, the mean
kinetic energy of the positron population may be shifted from
∼0.6 MeV at decay to ∼0.3 MeV or even below when entering
the ISM (see Fig. 4 of CL93). We will discuss later on the impact of this eﬀect on the predicted annihilation emission.
With the previously-adopted SNIa occurrence rate of 0.4 per
century and a typical 56 Ni yields of 0.6 M , the total positron
injection rate can be computed by taking into account a factor of 0.19 for the β+ -decay branching ratio of the decay chain
and assuming an escape fraction of 5%. This corresponds to a
56
Ni positron injection rate is 1.53 × 1043 e+ /s. Yet, the positron
escape fraction is a crucial parameter that is not strongly constrained by observations. We therefore considered an uncertainty
range of one order of magnitude for this factor, for a range
of 1 to 10%. This translates into an uncertainty range on the
56
Ni positron injection rate of (0.31−3.10) × 1043 e+ /s.

available on Galactic cosmic rays (direct particle measurements,
diﬀuse emissions in radio and at high energies). Nevertheless, it
is general enough to be adapted to other studies of particle transport in the Galaxy.
In the following, we briefly review the constituents of the
GALPROP model that are relevant to the study of nucleosynthesis positrons. We also introduce the modifications implemented
to simulate the propagation and annihilation of positrons in the
Galaxy.
5.1. Transport processes

GALPROP numerically solves a general diﬀusion-convection
equation for a given source distribution. The transport mechanisms included in the code are diﬀusion in position and
momentum, convection away from the plane and the associated adiabatic cooling, momentum losses from many processes,
radioactive decay, and nuclear fragmentation. The equation is
solved using a Crank-Nicholson implicit second-order scheme,
with free particle escape assumed at the spatial boundaries.
A typical simulation is run for decreasing time steps until a
steady state is achieved for all species over the entire computational grid. The present modelling of positron propagation in the
Galaxy includes diﬀusion in position and energy losses, but no
convection or diﬀusive reacceleration (and of course no nuclear
process).
By construction, the transport in position space is treated as
a diﬀusive process and we will explain in Sect. 6.2 how this can
be justified for the cases we considered. We modified the code
to allow the simulation of inhomogeneous diﬀusion (with different properties in the bulge and in the disk for instance). To
avoid potential problems arising from discontinuities in the grid
of diﬀusion coeﬃcients, we implemented smooth transitions between regions with diﬀerent diﬀusion properties. In the case of
a more eﬃcient positron diﬀusion in the disk compared to the
bulge (see Sect. 6.2), the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is described by a
Gaussian-type function having its lowest value at the Galactic
centre and reaching its highest value beyond a certain scale radius and height above the plane.
Regarding the transport in momentum space, GALPROP includes the main energy loss processes for high-energy charged
particles, such as Bremsstrahlung, inverse-Compton, and synchrotron, but the dominant one in the keV−MeV range
are Coulomb interactions and ionisation/excitation of atoms.
Ionisation/excitation are implemented following the prescription
of Pages et al. (1972), based on Bethe’s theoretical formula, with
experimental values for the ionisation potentials of neutral H
and He, and without correction for the density eﬀect. Coulomb
losses are implemented following the prescription of Ginzburg
(1979) for the cold plasma limit. As noted below, we also implemented direct in-flight annihilation in the code. This constitutes
an additional catastrophic loss process, but its contribution for
MeV positrons is insignificant.
Overall, the transport equation solved for positron propagation in the Galaxy (until a steady state is achieved) is the
following

5. The transport code


∂ϕ
∂ 
= ∇ (D∇ϕ) −
ϕĖp + Q
∂t
∂Ep

The propagation of positrons in the Galaxy was modelled with a
modified version of the publicly-available GALPROP code (see
http://galprop.stanford.edu). The code was originally
created to analyse in a consistent way the growing body of data

where ϕ is the positron distribution function, D is the spatial diffusion coeﬃcient, Ėp is the positron energy loss rate, and Q is
the source term. All these quantities depend on position r and
positron energy Ep . The equation does not contain an explicit
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Table 1. Bulge, disk, and total annihilation radiation luminosities for 56 Ni, 44 Ti, and 26 Al positrons in the three transport configurations tested.
Source
56

44

26

56

Transport

Ni only

Ti only

Al only

Ni+44 Ti+26 Al

Bulge (R ≤ 3 kpc)

Disk (R > 3 kpc)

Total Galaxy

Bulge/Disk ratio

Annihilation fraction

A

0.32

0.58

0.91

0.56

1.00

B

0.16

0.47

0.63

0.35

0.68

C

0.09

0.39

0.48

0.22

0.57

A

0.01

0.18

0.20

0.08

1.00

B

0.01

0.11

0.12

0.10

0.63

C

0.01

0.10

0.11

0.06

0.59

A

0.01

0.13

0.14

0.08

1.00

B

0.01

0.10

0.11

0.09

0.77

C

0.01

0.09

0.10

0.07

0.73

A

0.35

0.90

1.25

0.39

1.00

B

0.18

0.68

0.86

0.27

0.69

C

0.10

0.59

0.69

0.17

0.56

Notes. Also indicated are the corresponding bulge-to-disk ratios, and the fractions of positrons that annihilate in the Galaxy. The luminosities
in Cols. 3 to 5 are given in 1043 ph s−1 for the mean positron injection rates determined in Sect. 4. They correspond to 511 keV emission from
parapositronium and direct annihilation, for a positronium fraction fPs = 0.95.

term for annihilation. As we will see below in Sect. 5.3, the
annihilation rate is computed at each position from the rate of
positrons being slowed down below ∼100 eV.
5.2. Interstellar medium

GALPROP includes average analytical spatial distributions for
the main gas states: molecular (H2 ), atomic (HI), and ionised
(HII). These distributions are used in the computation of the
propagation of cosmic-rays throughout the Galaxy, for the determination of energy losses for instance. Then, for the prediction
of diﬀuse emissions from cosmic rays interacting with interstellar gas (such as Bremsstrahlung or π0 production and decay),
GALPROP allows to recover the fine spatial structure of the gas
through the use of the observed gas column densities (in the
HI 21 cm and CO 2.6 mm emission lines). In our simulations
of the annihilation emission, however, we used only the analytical gas distributions because the observational constraints at our
disposal, coming mostly from INTEGRAL/SPI, have an angular
resolution several times above that of HI or CO surveys.
Atomic hydrogen is the dominant gas phase in terms of total mass and has a relatively large filling factor. The GALPROP
code uses a 2D analytical distribution for HI. The radial distribution is taken from Gordon & Burton (1976), while the vertical
distribution is from Dickey & Lockman (1990) for 0 ≤ R ≤
8 kpc and Cox et al. (1986) for R ≥ 10 kpc, with linear interpolation between the two ranges.
Molecular gas accounts for about a third of the total gas mass
of the Milky Way, but it is concentrated in complexes of dense,
massive clouds with low filling factors. The GALPROP code
employs a 2D analytical distribution for H2 , using the model
from Ferrière et al. (2007) for R ≤ 1.5 kpc, the model from
Bronfman et al. (1988) for 1.5 kpc < R < 10 kpc, and the model
from Wouterloot et al. (1990) for R ≥ 10 kpc.
The ionised hydrogen makes up about 10% of the total
gas mass of the Milky Way and is therefore the least massive component. Yet, It actually occupies most of the Galactic

volume and has a very extended distribution across the plane.
The GALPROP code uses a two-component model for the HII
distribution: a thin disk tracing localised HII regions in the plane,
mostly in the molecular ring and spiral arms, and a thick disk
representing the more diﬀuse warm ionised gas that exists outside the well-defined HII regions. The former is modelled by
the 2D/axisymetric thin disk component of the NE2001 model
(Cordes & Lazio 2002), while the latter is modelled by a vertical exponential distribution with the scale height determined by
Gaensler et al. (2008).
5.3. Annihilation

In its publicly-available version, GALPROP does not include annihilation processes. As explained in Sect. 2.1, positrons can annihilate with electrons through a variety of processes, the relative importance of which depend on the characteristics of the
medium where the annihilation takes place. Yet, GALPROP
does not include a fine description of the ISM at the typical
scales of the various gas phases, but only the averaged and axisymetric gas distributions described above. At a given position
in the space grid, the annihilation of positrons could not occur
in a definite, well-identified phase but in an average medium resulting from the superposition of the large-scale distributions of
molecular, atomic and ionised gas.
We implemented positron annihilation in the following way:
the rate of positron annihilation at a given position in the Galaxy
is based on the rate of positrons being slowed down below
∼100 eV, that is the energy below which positrons may experience charge exchange in-flight. Theoretically, this applies only
to the neutral phases because in ionised phases positrons form Ps
by radiative recombination or annihilate directly after complete
thermalisation. In the warm ionised phase, the thermalisation
from 100 eV energies and the subsequent annihilation occur on
short time scales compared to the slowing-down, so limiting the
modelling to ≥100 eV energies has no consequences on our results. In the hot phase, however, the thermal or near-thermal
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positrons have long lifetimes owing to the very low density.
In the disk, these positrons are thus expected to be transported
out of the hot cavities, very likely by strong turbulence, and to
annihilate in the denser surrounding phases (Jean et al. 2006,
2009). This happens on time scales ≤1 Myr, of the order of
the slowing down time, and so once again limiting ourselves to
≥100 eV energies will not strongly alter the results (especially
since the cell size in our spatial grid is larger than the typical
size of hot cavities, ∼100 pc).
The corresponding positron annihilation emissivity q for position r and photon energy Eγ reads
q(r, Eγ ) =


s(Eγ , fPs ) 
ϕ(r, Ep )Ėp (r, Ep )
100 eV
4π

(3)

where fPs is the Ps fraction, and the s(Eγ , fPs ) function gives the
spectral distribution of the radiation. Yet, since we do not track
the annihilation in individual ISM phases, we cannot directly
model the annihilation spectrum over the Galaxy. We therefore
fixed the spectral characteristics of the annihilation radiation: the
Ps fraction was taken to be fPs = 0.95, the 511 keV line was
assumed to have a Gaussian shape and a width of 6 keV, and
the Ps continuum was described by the Ore & Powell (1949)
formula. We then focused on the intensity distribution over the
sky, which is obtained by integrating the above emissivity along
the line-of-sight for each direction to the sky8 .
We also implemented in our version of the GALPROP code
the process of direct in-flight annihilation. In that case, it was
implemented with its complete diﬀerential cross-section because
it depends only on the bound and free electron density. However,
we do not insist on that aspect because in-flight annihilation is
negligible for MeV positrons.

6. Simulation setups
The numerical model described above allowed us to simulate the
propagation of nucleosynthesis positrons and compute their annihilation emission for the entire Galactic system in a clear and
consistent way. The predicted annihilation emissions basically
rely on two inputs: the source spatial distribution and the propagation parameters. The source distributions were considered to
be more firmly established than the transport conditions, so we
fixed the source spatial parameters to the values given in Sects. 4
and 6.1 and explored how the annihilation emission vary upon
diﬀerent prescriptions for the transport.
All simulations presented in this paper were made in
2D cylindrical geometry. The spatial grid extends from 0
to 20 kpc in Galactocentric radius r, with a step size of 250 pc,
and from −4 to 4 kpc in Galactic height z, with a step size of
100 pc. This implies that the Galactic halo extends up to 4 kpc
on either side on the Galactic plane. The spatial boundary conditions at the edges of the spatial domain assume free particle
escape, which means that the ultimate fate of positrons is either
to annihilate in the disk or halo if they are slowed down below
100 eV, or to escape if they diﬀuse far enough. The resolution
of our space grid corresponds to ∼1−2◦ at the distance of the
Galactic centre, which is about the size of the strongest peak in
the 511 keV signal. The energy grid runs from 100 eV to 2 MeV
on a logarithmic scale, with 156 energy bins.
8
Note that our results can be rescaled to any other Ps fraction than
the fPs = 0.95 adopted: for instance, the 511 keV intensities presented
here can be converted to the case of a diﬀerent Ps fraction gPs after a
multiplication by (1−0.75gPs )/(1−0.75 fPs ).
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6.1. Sources parameters

In this section, we present the 2D source spatial distributions that
were adopted for the diﬀerent positron source. We saw in Sect. 4
that the injection sites of radioactivity positrons follow a spatial distribution in the Galaxy that has three components: a starforming disk consisting of an annulus and spiral arms (for parent
isotopes coming from massive stars, their ccSNe, and also from
prompt SNe Ia), together with an exponential disk with central
hole and an ellipsoidal bulge containing most of the stellar mass
(for parent isotopes coming from delayed SNe Ia).
For the star-forming disk, we used the azimuthally-averaged
radial profile of the Galactic star formation rate determined by
Boissier & Prantzos (1999); since massive stars have short lifetimes of a few Myr, their distribution and that of ccSNe closely
follows that of the star forming activity. The vertical profile was
assumed to be exponential with a scale height of 200 pc.
The stellar mass disk and bulge components were modelled
by the functions:
 r

−
− |z|
− r
fD (r, z) = nD,0 × e RD,h − e RD,c × e ZD,h
(4)


fB (r < RB,c , z) = nB,0 × e
fB (r ≥ RB,c , z) = nB,0 × e

− 12

− 12

r2
R2
B,h

+

r2
R2
B,h

2
+ z2
Z
B,h

z2
Z2
B,h

(5)
× e− 2 (r−RB,c )
1

2

(6)

where (r, z) are the Galactocentric distance and the height above
the Galactic plane and the indices D/B stand for disk and bulge,
respectively. These formula approximate the usual prescriptions
for the stellar disk and bulge shapes (see for instance Robin
et al. 2003). Each component D/B is described by 1 density normalisation factor n0 and 3 geometrical parameters (Rh , Zh , Rc ): a
scale radius and height, a cutoﬀ radius. We adopted the following triplets: (2.5, 0.3, 1.3) for the disk, and (1.6, 0.4, 2.5) for the
bulge, in units of kpc. The normalisation factors are computed
from the data given in Sect. 4 for each parent radio-isotope.
6.2. Diffusion parameters

The recent theoretical studies reviewed in Sect. 2.2 could not
conclusively determine if the transport of low-energy positrons
is ballistic or collisionless. Strong arguments were presented in
favour of a ballistic transport, in particular in the neutral phases,
but these conclusions are not yet backed by solid experimental
evidence. We therefore tested two extreme transport configurations in the diﬀusion approximation, with small and large coefficients corresponding to collisionless and ballistic transport, respectively. This allowed us to assess the impact on the resulting
annihilation emission. In addition, we simulated an intermediate
case of inhomogeneous diﬀusion, where the transport was assumed to be collisionless in the Galactic bulge and ballistic in
the Galactic disk. Below, we present these transport scenarios in
more detail, including the diﬀusion coeﬃcients used in the code.
We recall here that GALPROP does not include a fine description of the ISM with distinct phases, and so diﬀusion should be
implemented with average properties over a few 100 pc scales.
In addition, we assumed in all cases an isotropic diﬀusion, but
anisotropies may well exist for diﬀusion along the Galactic plane
and oﬀ that plane towards the halo, or along spiral arms and
across them.
Case A: We tested the scenario of a collisionless transport
with homogeneous properties over the whole Galaxy. For the
ionised phases of the ISM, this option actually remains partly
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open in the work of JGMF09 and is invoked in HLR09 (see
Sect. 2.2). As a limiting case, we assumed that it holds for
all ISM phases over the entire Galaxy. In this scenario, we
implicitly assumed the existence everywhere in the Galaxy of
MHD turbulence with a suﬃcient energy density in the required
wavelength range, so that low-energy positrons can be eﬃciently
scattered. The corresponding random walk process was then
treated in the diﬀusion approximation with a coeﬃcient of the
form:

δ
R
Dw (R) = βD0
(7)
R0
 R 0.33
(8)
Dw (R) = 3.7 × 1027 cm2 s−1 × β
1 MV
where R = p/e is the rigidity of the particle and β = v/c. The
adopted normalisation factor D0 as well as the spectral index δ
are taken from cosmic-ray propagation studies interpreting local cosmic-ray measurements at ∼1−100 GeV in the frame of
a Galactic cosmic-ray propagation model. The spectral dependence of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is assumed to hold down to
∼MeV energies, which so far remains unproven (see Sect. 2.2).
On the other hand, the resulting diﬀusion coeﬃcient is small
enough that the typical range of a MeV positron in a 1 cm−3
density medium is of order ∼10 pc, meaning that nucleosynthesis positrons annihilate close to their sources (technically, they
hardly escape the cell where they were injected). We assumed
that diﬀusion is homogeneous over the Galactic volume, which
is equivalent to assuming that the characteristics of magnetic turbulence are homogeneous over the Galaxy.
Case B: We then tested an intermediate, inhomogeneous
transport scenario, where the transport is collisionless in the
Galactic bulge and ballistic elsewhere, notably in the Galactic
disk. The limit between the two regions is set at a Galactocentric
radius of about 3 kpc. The form of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the
ballistic case is given below. This scenario actually is motivated
by the observation that the bulge and the disk have diﬀerent ISM
compositions: the bulge is largely dominated by the hot ionised
phase, while the disk is mostly filled with neutral gas. Estimates
for the filling factors of the warm neutral medium, warm ionised
medium, and hot medium are respectively (0.2, 0.1, 0.7) for
the bulge and (0.5, 0.3, 0.2) for the disk, while the molecular
medium and cold neutral medium occupy comparatively negligible volumes (Jean et al. 2006; Higdon et al. 2009). From
Sect. 2.2, this diﬀerence may imply that positrons would be more
eﬃciently confined in the bulge by small-scale MHD waves in
the predominant ionised phases, while they would stream more
easily in the disk where damping mechanisms prevent smallscale MHD perturbations in the predominant neutral phases. In
reality, large-scale diﬀusion properties over a few 100 pc scales
reflect the actual ISM composition in each Galactic region (like
the fact that the ionised phases of the disk occupy 50% of the volume and thus would moderate the easier streaming experienced
in the neutral phases). In our simulations, however, we pushed
the contrast between bulge and disk to the maximum and set
the former to be fully collisionless and the latter to be fully ballistic. This choice clearly is biased towards reproducing the high
observed bulge-to-disk 511 keV luminosity ratio, but we will see
that even with that assumption, our predictions do not agree with
the INTEGRAL/SPI results.
Case C: Last, we tested the scenario of a ballistic transport
with homogenous properties over the whole Galaxy. This case is
suggested by the work of JGMF09, who concluded that ∼MeV
positrons are likely not scattered by MHD turbulence whatever

the ISM phase. In this situation, ∼MeV positrons have large
mean free paths of several kpc in terms of pitch angle scattering.
On small scales, the transport is anisotropic and positrons follow
magnetic field lines in a ballistic motion. On larger scales, however, we expect an isotropization of the transport by strong random fluctuations of the Galactic magnetic field on typical scales
∼100 pc (an argument that is commonly invoked in cosmic-ray
studies; see for instance Ptuskin et al. 2006). In the ballistic scenario, we therefore approximate the transport by a diﬀusion with
a characteristic mean free path LB , the largest scale of magnetic
fluctuations. The coeﬃcient then takes the form
Dc (R) =

1
βcLB
3

Dc (R) = 3.1 × 1030 cm2 s−1 × β



(9)
LB
·
100 pc

(10)

In this case, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient has a very modest rigidity/energy dependence down to a few 10 keV, and the range of
particles is therefore imposed by the energy dependence of the
slowing-down processes. We assumed that diﬀusion is homogeneous over the Galactic volume, which is equivalent to assuming
that large-scale magnetic turbulence is homogeneous over the
Galaxy.

7. The results
In this section, we present the predicted Galactic annihilation
emission of 26 Al, 44 Ti, and 56 Ni positrons, for the various transport configurations considered. We compare these to one of
the latest models of the allsky 511 keV emission obtained from
INTEGRAL/SPI observations. Last, we discuss our results in
light of other recent theoretical studies.
7.1. Predicted intensity distributions

We present in Figs. 2–4 the 511 keV intensity distributions
obtained in each transport configuration for 26 Al, 44 Ti, and
56
Ni positrons, respectively. To facilitate the comparison, each
skymap shows the parapositronium annihilation only, for a
positronium fraction of 0.95 and a total Galactic positron injection rate of 1043 e+ /s, of the same order as that inferred from
observations. To emphasise the trends and diﬀerences, we show
in Fig. 6 the longitude profiles for each skymap. To help interpreting these results, we list in Table 1 the annihilation fraction
and the annihilation luminosities for the bulge, disk, and entire
Galaxy.
For a same transport scenario, the skymaps look pretty similar: the intensity is highest in the inner Galaxy and progressively
fades away with increasing longitude until it has dropped by
about an order of magnitude in the outer Galaxy. The impact
of the transport scenario on the resulting intensity distributions
remains limited despite varying the diﬀusion coeﬃcient by three
orders of magnitude.
In the fully collisionless scenario, positrons have very short
ranges and they all annihilate close to their injection sites. The
intensity distributions in that case reflect the source distributions (and are therefore strongly driven by our assumptions
about the latter). The normalised intensity profiles for 44 Ti and
26
Al positrons are almost identical, because they have a similar source distribution dominated by the star-forming disk. They
exhibit a plateau over the inner ±30◦ in longitude that actually
corresponds to the molecular ring at a Galactocentric radius of
∼4.5 kpc. In contrast, the emission from 56 Ni positrons peaks
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Fig. 2. Predicted 511 keV intensity distributions for the annihilation of
26
Al positrons in each transport configuration. From top to bottom, the
transport was assumed to be collisionless everywhere (case A, small
diﬀusion coeﬃcient), collisionless in the bulge and ballistic out of it
(case B, inhomogeneous case), and ballistic everywhere (case C, large
diﬀusion coeﬃcient). The given intensities correspond to parapositronium annihilation only and were normalised to a positron injection rate
of 1043 e+ /s, with a positronium fraction of 0.95.

Fig. 3. Predicted 511 keV intensity distributions for the annihilation of
44
Ti positrons in each transport configuration. From top to bottom, the
transport was assumed to be collisionless everywhere (case A, small
diﬀusion coeﬃcient), collisionless in the bulge and ballistic out of it
(case B, inhomogeneous case), and ballistic everywhere (case C, large
diﬀusion coeﬃcient). The given intensities correspond to parapositronium annihilation only and were normalised to a positron injection rate
of 1043 e+ /s, with a positronium fraction of 0.95.

at the Galactic centre since 56 Ni positrons are preferentially released in the inner regions. It is interesting to note that when
56
Ni positrons are confined to the vicinity of their sources (scenario A), they do not give rise to a highly-peaked 511 keV signal
from the inner bulge, resulting for instance from massive annihilation in the strong concentration of molecular gas in the
central ∼200 pc; instead, they seem to annihilate in a more distributed fashion over the entire bulge. The results of the fully

collisionless scenario can be expected to be representative of
what is obtained when positrons are injected into the ISM with a
much smaller average energy than that of their original β-decay
spectrum, whatever the transport conditions (this is especially
relevant to 56 Ni positrons that may be considerably slowed-down
on their way out of the stellar ejecta). In that case, positrons lose
their initially-small kinetic energy over short distances and thus
annihilate close to their sources.
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Fig. 4. Predicted 511 keV intensity distributions for the annihilation of
56
Ni positrons in each transport configuration. From top to bottom, the
transport was assumed to be collisionless everywhere (case A, small
diﬀusion coeﬃcient), collisionless in the bulge and ballistic out of it
(case B, inhomogeneous case), and ballistic everywhere (case C, large
diﬀusion coeﬃcient). The given intensities correspond to parapositronium annihilation only and were normalised to a positron injection rate
of 1043 e+ /s, with a positronium fraction of 0.95.

Fig. 5. Predicted 511 keV intensity distributions for the annihilation of
all nucleosynthesis positrons, using the estimated mean positron injection rates. From top to bottom, the transport was assumed to be collisionless everywhere (case A, small diﬀusion coeﬃcient), collisionless
in the bulge and ballistic out of it (case B, inhomogeneous case), and
ballistic everywhere (case C, large diﬀusion coeﬃcient). The given intensities correspond to the 511 keV emission from parapositronium and
direct annihilation, assuming a positronium fraction of 0.97.

As the diﬀusion eﬃciency is increased from scenario A
to B and then C, the overall intensity goes down because an
increasing fraction of the positrons escape the system. In the
fully ballistic scenario, a fraction of 30−40% of the positrons
manage to stream out of the Galaxy. The fact that the annihilation fractions are lower for 44 Ti and 56 Ni positrons than for
26
Al positrons is due to their higher average energy at injection, which allows them to survive longer and thus reach the

boundaries of the system. This can also be seen in the longitude profiles, where the intensity drop between scenario A and
B/C is stronger for 44 Ti than for 26 Al. The longitude profiles are
not just shifted down as the diﬀusion eﬃciency is increased; the
drop actually is stronger for the inner regions than for the outer
Galaxy. This can be explained as follows: a larger diﬀusion coeﬃcient allows more positrons to escape perpendicularly to the
plane towards the halo, which lowers the overall luminosity; in
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Fig. 6. Longitude profiles of the 511 keV emission from 26 Al, 44 Ti, and
56
Ni positrons (top, middle, and bottom panel respectively). Black, blue,
and green curves correspond to transport configuration A, B, and C
respectively. The red curves are the profile of a 511 keV sky model
obtained from model-fitting to the INTEGRAL/SPI observations (the
dashed part representing the longitude range over which the intensity is
poorly constrained). The given intensities correspond to parapositronium annihilation only and were normalised to a positron injection rate
of 1043 e+ /s, with a positronium fraction of 0.95. The profiles were integrated over a π/9 rad latitude band centred on the Galactic plane.

the same time, the most energetic positrons spread out radially
from the innermost regions, which flattens the longitude profile.
For 44 Ti and 26 Al positrons, there is almost no diﬀerence
between scenarios B and C. This is because there is almost no
bulge contribution to the injection of these positrons, and so their
A3, page 12 of 15

emission is mainly influenced by the transport conditions in the
disk (which are the same in scenarios B and C). In both cases,
the intensity plateau remains clearly apparent and this shows
the predominant role of the molecular ring, where positrons can
slow down and annihilate very eﬃciently in the dense gas. For
56
Ni positrons, there is a clear change of the emission profile
from scenario A to B and then C. In scenario B, it is interesting
to note that despite a low diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the inner regions, half of the bulge positrons manage to escape (see Table 1).
A fraction of these are transported out to the disk and especially
the molecular ring. As we move to scenario C, bulge positrons
can escape much more easily towards the halo and fewer of them
will feed the disk, the luminosity of which slightly diminishes.
The decrease of the disk luminosity between scenarios B and C
for 56 Ni positrons actually reflects the decrease of the molecular ring luminosity, caused by a reduction of the supply by the
bulge.
The case of 56 Ni positrons reveals an important diﬀerence
between the bulge and the disk in terms of transport. Moving
from fully collisionless to fully ballistic transport (scenario A
to C), the luminosity of the bulge drops by ∼70% while the luminosity of the disk decreases only by ∼30% (see Table 1). It is
obviously easier to escape the bulge than the disk. This is due to
the relative size and emptiness of the bulge, and to the fact that
the spatial distribution of 56 Ni positron sources in the bulge has
a relatively high scale height of 400 pc. In contrast, the disk harbours a dense molecular ring that positrons cannot easily leave,
especially since most of them are injected directly in the molecular ring through massive stars, ccSNe, and prompt SNe Ia. The
molecular ring is in the same time a major source and a major
trap for nucleosynthesis positrons.
Based on these results for each source, we computed a
set of full emission models by adding for each transport scenario the contributions of all three isotopes weighted by their
respective mean positron injection rate presented in Sect. 4.
To allow direct and meaningful comparison with the data, we
rescaled the outputs of our transport code so that the resulting intensities correspond to all 511 keV processes (annihilation
through parapositronium and direct annihilation of thermalised
positrons) for a positronium fraction of 0.97 (the value inferred
from the observations by Jean et al. 2006). The eventual skymaps
are shown in Fig. 5, and the corresponding longitude profiles in
Fig. 7. Due to the preponderance of 56 Ni positrons, the intensity profile peaks at the position of the Galactic centre. Yet, the
corresponding B/D luminosity remains low, with a value of order 0.2−0.4 depending on the transport configuration. This is
an order of magnitude below the values of 2−6 inferred from
the gamma-ray observations. In the following, we will compare
our predictions to observations and show that nucleosynthesis
positrons can account for only a fraction of the measured annihilation signal.
7.2. Comparison with INTEGRAL/SPI data

From about 7 years of INTEGRAL/SPI data, we repeated the
analysis done in Weidenspointner et al. (2008b) to determine
by model-fitting the 511 keV intensity distribution that best
accounts for the gamma-ray observations. We used the same
components adopted by these authors for their symmetric model:
a superposition of two spheroidal Gaussian distributions for the
bulge emission, and an exponential disk with central hole for the
longitudinally-extended emission (the young stellar disk model
of Robin et al. 2003). All components are assumed to be centred at the Galactic centre. We reoptimised iteratively some
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Table 2. Results of the fits of our predicted intensity distributions to
about 7 years of INTEGRAL/SPI observations at 511 keV.
Case

Inner

Outer

Disk

MLR

A

1.34 ± 0.17

5.52 ± 0.35

17.1 ± 1.7 (0.61)

2687.9

B

1.31 ± 0.17

6.01 ± 0.32

18.8 ± 1.7 (0.88)

2687.8

C

1.29 ± 0.17

6.42 ± 0.30

19.3 ± 1.8 (1.03)

2684.4

W

1.44 ± 0.17

4.57 ± 0.33

15.6 ± 1.4

2692.3

Notes. Cases A, B, C correspond to our models of all nucleosynthesis positrons with their mean injection rates and the three transport scenario considered. Case W correspond to the best-fit reoptimised Weidenspointner model. Columns 2−4 give the fitted fluxes in
10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 for the inner bulge, outer bulge, and disk components,
respectively. The numbers in parentheses are the scaling factors applied
to our models in the fit. Column 5 gives the Maximum Likelihood Ratio.

parameters of the model: first the widths of the Gaussians and
then the disk scale length and height. The intensity distribution
of our best-fit model is shown in Fig. 1, and it is similar to the
results presented in Weidenspointner et al. (2008b). In agreement with other studies, the intensity is strongly concentrated in
the inner Galaxy with a major bulge contribution. Such a model
seems to suggest that there is little contribution from the disk
at |l| > 50◦ , but this actually comes from an instrumental limitation. Most INTEGRAL/SPI exposure is on the inner Galaxy,
which is also where the surface brightness of the 511 keV signal
is highest. Consequently, any best-fit model can be expected to
provide a more reliable account of that part of the sky compared
to higher longitude and/or latitude regions. Further away from
the inner regions, the intensity predicted by the model is mainly
driven by the assumed functional form for the fitted disk component. In other words, the intensity distribution at |l| > 40−50◦
should be considered as presently unconstrained (see Fig. 6 in
Bouchet et al. 2010, no significant 511 keV emission is detected
in 5◦ × 5◦ sky pixels beyond |l| > 40◦ ). In the following, we will
therefore focus on the inner |l| < 50◦ when comparing our predicted intensity distributions to that derived from observations.
Comparing this best-fit model to our predicted emission for
all nucleosynthesis positrons, the intensity distributions appear
to be very diﬀerent. From Fig. 7, even allowing for some renormalisation of the positron injection rates within the ranges of
values presented in Sect. 4, it is obvious that the annihilation of
nucleosynthesis positrons cannot account for the strong central
peak observed in the inner l = ±10◦ . So at least in the frame
of our model, an extra source of positrons is needed to explain
the bulge emission. Outside the bulge, however, nucleosynthesis positrons can account satisfactorily for the emission in the
l = ±10−50◦ range, provided the positron injection rates are adjusted about the mean values we derived earlier (see below).
To demonstrate this, we replaced the exponential disk by
our predicted intensity distributions in a series of fits to the
INTEGRAL/SPI data. The two bulge components of the bestfit model pictured in Fig. 1 were used to account for the bulge
emission (only their normalisation was fitted, the morphology
parameters were not reoptimised). The fit results are presented
in Table 2. Our models for the disk emission can account for the
INTEGRAL/SPI data almost as well as the exponential disk of
the Weidenspointner best-fit model (especially if one considers
that the bulge was not optimised for our models). The diﬀerence
in maximum likelihood ratio between our models A or B and
the Weidenspointner best-fit model is about 4, which would be

Fig. 7. Longitude profiles of the 511 keV emission of all nucleosynthesis positrons for each transport configuration. The colour coding is the
same as in Fig. 6. The intensities correspond to the 511 keV emission
from parapositronium and direct annihilation, for a positronium fraction
of 0.97.

an insignificant diﬀerence even if only one parameter of the disk
model had been modified (this also confirms the above statement
that the high-longitude emission is poorly constrained, since our
predicted intensity profiles clearly diﬀer from that of the exponential disk model at |l| > 50◦ ). On the contrary, using our disk
models seem to require a higher outer bulge emission, by ∼40%
in the most extreme case (here again, it might be necessary to
reoptimize the outer bulge width).
In terms of information about positron injection and transport, our fits showed that the data cannot significantly distinguish
between the diﬀerent transport scenarios tested in that work,
most likely because our predicted intensity distributions do not
exhibit strong variations upon modifications of the transport conditions. The best models A and B were rescaled in the fit by 0.61
and 0.88 respectively. This could be interpreted as an indication that the positron injection rates were slightly overestimated.
Applying the same downscaling to all positron sources would
imply for instance escape fractions of 61−88% and 3−4% for
the 44 Ti and 56 Ni positrons, respectively, which lie in the ranges
of possible injection rates presented in Sect. 4. Yet, considering
the number of uncertain parameters involved in the modelling of
the Galactic transport and annihilation of positrons, plus the fact
that the fit is strongly influenced by the as-yet unexplained contribution of the bulge, such a conclusion on the positron injection
rate should not be taken as very solid.
7.3. Comparison with other studies

We now compare our results with those obtained by other authors. Most of the comparison will be done with the work of
HLR09, since this is one of the most extensive studies on the
subject of nucleosynthesis positrons.
HLR09 claim that diﬀerential propagation of nucleosynthesis positrons can explain all properties of the INTEGRAL/SPI
observations. We reach a diﬀerent conclusion, at least for the
morphology of the annihilation emission. We identified several
assumptions in the work of HLR09 that may explain the discrepancy and review them in the following.
44
Ti contribution: they assumed that 44 Ti positrons come
mostly from SNe Ip, a peculiar subtype of SNe Ia. While the
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exact origin of the present-day solar abundance of the daughter
nucleus 44 Ca remains uncertain (The et al. 2006), we want to
stress that the observations available today favour a dominant
contribution from ccSNe (higher yield and higher occurrence
rate, see Sect. 4.2), hence an injection in the star-forming disk
rather than in the central regions.
SNe Ia distribution: they used a spatial distribution of SNe
Ia based only on stellar mass and composed of an exponential
disk and a bulge. We also used similar distributions (except our
exponential disk has a central hole), but we had in addition a
component based on star formation rate (see Sect. 4.2), hence
more contribution from the star-forming disk. This is somewhat
alleviated by the fact that our stellar bulge and disk contribute
equal rates of SNe Ia, while in their model the bulge is responsible for only ∼1/3 of all SNe Ia.
Positron energies: it is not clear whether the authors used the
complete β-decay spectra or worked with typical energies such
as 1 MeV or the average energies of the β-decay spectra. This
may have important consequences since most positrons actually
have initial energies of a few 100 keV only, which limits their
range. In our study, the full β-decay spectra were used.
Bulge transport conditions: the authors argued that the majority of positrons created in the inner and middle bulge within
R ≤ 1.5 kpc are confined to that region because their scattering
mean free path in the outer bulge is smaller and cause them to be
reflected back. In addition, a significant fraction of the positrons
created in the outer bulge would be preferentially transferred
down to the inner and middle bulge. All these positrons trapped
within R ≤ 1.5 kpc would eventually diﬀuse into the cloudy
labyrinths of the tilted disk and central molecular zone, and annihilate there. This was however not proven by a complete modelling of the entire region.
Overall, there are many assumptions that favour a strong
concentration of the positron creation and annihilation in the inner Galactic regions. On the other hand, our approach has its
own restrictions, and we identified below the most important of
them.
The main limitation of our global diﬀusion model is its largescale definition, with gas densities and diﬀusion properties being
average values over several 100 pc at least. In that frame, it is
not possible to simulate inhomogeneous diﬀusion in a realistic,
finely-structured ISM, that is to say to follow the propagation
of positrons through successive, identified phases with diﬀerent transport properties. This is something Monte-Carlo simulations could do from statistical descriptions of the ISM properties
(Alexis et al., in prep.). Regarding simply the diﬀusion, it may
be that the details of the transport through various ISM phases
of ∼1−10 pc sizes can be captured in large-scale diﬀusion coeﬃcients valid over a few 100 pc scales and being possibly different over large Galactic regions (like the bulge and the disk in
our transport configuration B). Yet, in terms of energy losses, it
might be that the average gas densities over a few 100 pc scales
are not representative of that experienced by positrons if the diffusion really is inhomogeneous over the various ISM phases and
positrons sample some phases more than others. This might be
quite important especially in the inner bulge, where most annihilation seems to occur. On the other hand, the sources of nucleosynthesis positrons are very likely distributed over kpc scales,
even within the bulge. It seems improbable that diﬀusive transport starting from such a widespread injection could result in a
highly-localized annihilation because of peculiar conditions in a
few 100 pc size region.
Another disregarded eﬀect if the role of the large-scale
magnetic field topology. Whatever the nature of the transport,
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ballistic or collisionless, the propagation of positrons is thought
to be anisotropic on small scales, being more eﬃcient along field
lines than across them. We argued that the strong random fluctuations of the Galactic magnetic field over ∼100 pc scales would
isotropize the propagation over large scales (the same argument
is invoked for cosmic-ray propagation studies). Yet, the Galactic
magnetic field is not fully random over large scales and has a
global structure made of a toroidal part in the plane (likely following a spiral pattern) and a poloidal part out of it (possibly
X-shaped). How this global structure impact the transport of
positrons remains uncertain and many scenarios can be imagined (see for instance Prantzos 2006). We note, however, that
most positrons do not travel very far from their injection sites.
Even when they are allowed to do so (large diﬀusion coeﬃcient,
transport configuration C), about a half of the positrons annihilate in sites that closely follow the initial distribution of sources
(see Table 1).
Beyond the limitations of any particular model, there are
several reasons why large-scale propagation of nucleosynthesis positrons may not occur even if interstellar conditions and
magnetic field topology seem favourable. Most positrons actually have initial energies of a few 100 keV only, and not 1 MeV
as usually assumed in rough estimates, and the energy loss rate
through ionisation/excitation and Coulomb interactions increase
with decreasing energy below 1 MeV. This would by itself restrict the range of positrons whatever their injection site. But in
addition, all source distributions have a star-forming disk component, which means that many positrons are injected in the
high-density molecular ring and annihilate there. From these arguments and the results of our modelling, it seems unlikely that
only nucleosynthesis positrons be responsible for the observed
annihilation emission. A corollary of the above statements is
that the extra source needed to account for the bulge annihilation
emission should very likely be concentrated in the inner regions,
if the positrons have initial energies in the 100 keV−1 MeV
range.

8. Conclusion
The Galaxy hosts a low-energy positron population that is revealed through a clear signature of 511 keV and continuum
annihilation coming predominantly from the inner regions. A
likely source of such particles is the decay of radioactive species
produced by the nucleosynthetic activity of our Galaxy. We assessed the contribution of 26 Al, 56 Ni and 44 Ti positrons to the
observed gamma-ray signal by simulating their transport and
annihilation using a GALPROP-based model of high-energy
particle diﬀusion in our Galaxy. Starting from source spatial profiles based on typical distributions of massive stars and supernovae, we explored how the annihilation intensity distributions
vary upon diﬀerent transport prescriptions ranging from lowdiﬀusion, collisionless propagation to high-diﬀusion, ballistic
propagation.
In the frame of our model, these extreme transport scenarios
at the scale of the Galaxy result in very similar intensity distributions with small underlying bulge-to-disk luminosity ratios of
∼0.2−0.4, which is an order of magnitude below the values inferred from observations. The intensity profiles are determined
to a relatively high degree by the adopted source distributions.
This indicates that most positrons do not travel very far from
their injection sites, even when they are allowed to do so. We estimate that at least about half of the positrons annihilate in sites
close to their sources. As propagation eﬃciency is enhanced
from fully collisionless to fully ballistic scenarios, the fraction
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of positron escaping the system increases from 0 to 30−40%.
The corresponding luminosity drop is more pronounced for the
bulge than for the disk, owing to a relatively tenuous medium
over most of the bulge volume and a high scale height of the
bulge sources. In contrast, the disk harbours a dense molecular ring that positrons cannot easily leave, especially since most
of them are injected there through massive stars, ccSNe, and
prompt SNe Ia. Allowing for specific transport conditions in the
bulge does not result in a higher bulge-to-disk ratio for the annihilation emission.
Comparing to the INTEGRAL/SPI observations of the
511 keV emission, we conclude that the annihilation of nucleosynthesis positrons cannot account for the strong central peak
observed in the inner l = ±10◦ . An extra source of positrons
is needed to explain the bulge emission, and it is very likely
concentrated to the innermost regions if positrons have initial
energies in the 100 keV−1 MeV range. This contrasts with recent claims that nucleosynthesis positrons can explain all properties of the INTEGRAL/SPI measurements. Outside the bulge,
however, nucleosynthesis positrons can account satisfactorily for
the extended disk-like emission, as confirmed by a fit of our
predicted intensity distributions to the data.
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